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Status (1/2)

- Rev-04 was reviewed by Carsten Bormann (Apps Area Review) and Dave Harrington (AD Review)

- Many good comments given (~ 100 comments)

- Rev-05 addresses majority of comments but some are still open
Status (2/2)

- Remaining open issues from Carsten Bormann:
  - Further clarify what is prescriptive (normative) vs. descriptive (informative) in the document
  - Fully define all terms/entities/objects
  - Answer open questions on “token” approach
  - Various editorial issues

- Remaining open issues from Dave Harrington:
  - Specify a mandatory to implement data protocol (as well as data block sizes, etc.) for interoperability
  - Further clarify reference to terms such as “native protocol”, “data model”, “location”, etc.
  - Various editorial issues (also Dave has some comments that overlap with Carsten’s comments above)